OUTH ALLGHNY H

2743 Washington lvd
ATI Title 1 chool Plan | 2022 - 2023

VIION FOR LARNING
To estalish a uni ed communit that empowers stakeholders to create a universal pathwa driven  high expectations that cultivates life-long learners to e
successful in a gloal societ.

TRING COMMITT
Name

Position

uilding/Group

Charles Michael

High chool Principal

outh Alleghen H

rianne Maer

Reading Instructor - Grade 7

outh Alleghen M

Kim Piekut

nglish Instructor

outh Alleghen H

Chad mith

Guidance Counselot 9-12

outh Alleghen H

Tim mith

nglish Instructor

outh Alleghen H

Jo Wler

iolog instructor

outh Alleghen H

Kerri Yalonsk

ocial tudies instructor

outh Alleghen M/H

hawn Deverse

chool oard President

outh Alleghen D

David McDonald

District Level Leaders

outh Alleghen D

Gavin Clear

tudent

Communit

Am Jackson

Parent

Communit

Kelc arr

Communit Memer

Chestnut Ridge

TALIHD PRIORITI
Outcome

Priorit tatement

Categor

If attendance is monitored frequentl and disaggregated  student groups , then attendance for students with disailities and the

Regular

economicall disadvantages will increase  4.5%  the end of the 2022-23 Y.

Attendance

. If individual students' NWA math assessment data is analzed to inform instruction, then students will show at least as 4% increase in
proficienc  the end of the 2022-23 Y.

Mathematics

If individual students' NWA LA assessment data is analzed to inform instruction, then students will show at least as 3% increase in
proficienc  the end of the 2022-23 Y.

nglish
Language
Arts

ACTION PLAN AND TP
vidence-ased trateg
MT - Individual tudent Learning Needs
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

LA

The percentage of students who meet growth projections on the NWA will increase  3% or more from eptemer 2022
(aseline) to Ma 2023 (final administration).

Math

The percentage of students who meet growth projections on the NWA will increase  4% or more from eptemer 2022
(aseline) to Ma 2023 (final administration).

Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

Attendance

Regular Attendance for students with disailities and the economicall disadvantaged will increase  4.5%  the end of the
2022-23 Y.

Anticipated

Lead

tart/Completion

Person/Position

2022-08-23 2023-06-01

M/H
Principal

AIU upport

Administration

2022-08-23 -

Assistant to the

Human Resources from AIU, materials related to student engagement COT - Need materials (reference

and the
Leadership

2023-06-02

uperintendent

and/or teaching materials)

Action tep

To provide PD
related to

Materials/Resources/upports Needed

MT/Culturall
Responsive
Teaching
Practices - What
is Culturall
Responsive
Teaching?
Continued from
of 21-22 school
ear

Team will
remain
consistent and
committed to
providing
professional
development
around culturall

Action tep

Anticipated

Lead

tart/Completion

Person/Position

2022-10-23 2023-06-02

Principals

Materials/Resources/upports Needed

responsive
teaching and
monitoring it's
use 
conducting
weekl walkthroughs that
focus on
maintaining a
positive school
environment
that supports
creativit,
collaoration
and innovation.
These qualities
will lead to
students eing
positivel
motivated to
attend school,
make good
choices and
engage in
meaningful
classroom
experiences.
To stimulate a
positive mindset

ook tud on cultural responsiveness “Culturall and Linguisticall Responsive Teaching and Learning”
harrok Hollie and/or "CULTURIZ" ver tudent. ver Da. Whatever It Takes  Jimm Casas to

Action tep

Anticipated

Lead

tart/Completion

Person/Position

among all

Materials/Resources/upports Needed

COT - Purchase of OOK (200) e funded through ARP-R funds

stakeholders 
providing an
orientation on
Cultural
Responsiveness
with an
emphasis on
Personalized
Learning
through the lens
of LA and
mathematics The mindset of
"VRYON
CAN!"
Continued from
of 21-22 school
ear
Create

2021-11-02 -

Teacher/tudent

2022-06-01

Teams that
focus on
Culturall
Responsive
Practices
targeting
academic and
ehavioral

Principal

Culturall and Linguistic Responsive Teaching and Learning. ooks and supports from Guest peakers
COT - tipend for Guest peaker(s), ooks (200) funded through ARP-R III Funds.

Anticipated

Lead

tart/Completion

Person/Position

To increase

2022-08-23 -

H Principal

student
engagement

2023-06-01

Action tep

Materials/Resources/upports Needed

improvement
(particularl
attendance to
school)
Continued from
of 21-22 school
ear

within the
classroom 
implementing
skills learned
around creating
a culturall
responsive
classroom and
collaorating
with families
regarding the
importance of
attending school
on a regular
asis . If
implemented
with fidelit
there should e
a decrease in

Marzano 2010 - CLR - reference source
https://achieve.lausd.net/cms/li/CA01000043/Centricit/Domain/217/econdar%20Pacing%20Plan.pdf

Anticipated

Lead

tart/Completion

Person/Position

Provide PD on

2022-08-23 -

Guidance

Chestnut Ridge Counseling Team COT - Fee for Counseling Team (multiple sessions) to e funded

ocial motional

2023-06-01

Counselors/H

through ARP-R Funds

Action tep

Materials/Resources/upports Needed

student
management
issues and
increase
attendance to
school.that will
lead to
increased
academic
achievement.
Continued from
of 21-22 school
ear

Learning (L)
for oth

Principal

students and
adults
Continued from
of 21-22 school
ear

Anticipated Outcome
Teachers will ecome more responsive to students individual needs ased on race, culture, ethnicit and economic standing. through participation in data
analsis meetings where individual students needs will e identi ed in order to develop personalized learning plans that will lead to increased academic
achievement and attendance to school. Continued from of 21-22 school ear due to issues arising with pandemic.

Monitoring/valuation
Monthl meetings to generate and review implementation plan and discussion.

vidence-ased trateg
Preventing Drop out in econdar schools- What works clearinghouse https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/Docs/PracticeGuide/wwc_dropout_092617.pdf
Recommendation #1 – Monitor the progress of all students and proactivel intervene when students show earl signs of attendance, ehavior or academic
prolems. Minimal vidence
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

Action tep

Anticipated
tart/Completion

Lead
Person/Position

Materials/Resources/upports
Needed

Develop an earl warning sstem spreadsheet that comines academic, ehavior and
attendance data at a glance. Update student data ever two weeks in order to

2022-09-05 2023-05-22

Director of
tudent

xcel preadsheet and/or
Google Doc, Access to

continuall monitor individual student needs. Due to attendance issues with COVID

ervices / H

dInsight Time for i-Weekl

this will again e a focus for 2022-2023.

Principal

Department Data Meetings

Organize and Analze DATA to identif individual student ehavior, attendance and

2022-09-01 -

M Principal,

Data from kward and

academic needs. This will take place in data level meeting, department level meetings,

2023-05-22

Director of

dInsight – tudent

and department chair meetings in coordination with Director of tudent ervices who is
in charge of attendance. Due to attendance issues with COVID this will again e a

tudent
ervices, ocial

Informational stems

focus for 2022-2023.

Worker and
Guidance
Counselors

To provide PD session(s) on the proper use of PVAA scores - What do the tell us?

2022-09-01 -

Assistant to the

PVAA Portal, access, Cind

Action tep

Anticipated
tart/Completion

Lead
Person/Position

Materials/Resources/upports
Needed

How can instructional decisions e made? Continued for 2021-2022

2023-01-14

uperintendent
/ PD PVAA

Goldsworth - PD PVAA
Representative

Representative
Purchased NWA for grades 6-12 to assist teachers with decision making using date.

2022-08-27 -

M/H

Training for NWA will occur throughout the school ear.

2023-06-01

Principal

tudents will attend in-school tutoring sessions for LA and/or mathematics on an as
needed asis. MT strategies will e implemented so as to provide instruction on

2022-08-27 2023-05-22

H Principal

appropriate levels.

NWA

ALK and other we ased
tutorial programs LA resources
oth virtual and hands-on
COT - purchase new virtual
tutorial programs to e funded
through ARP-R Funds

Conduct monthl individual student data reviews

2022-11-05 2023-06-01

Guidance
Counselors

Data At a Glance preadsheets,
dInsight Portal, uject area in
class assessments

Anticipated Outcome
All focus standards, anchors and eligile content will e taught with delit so as to show an increase in growth scores on NWA scores, Kestone xams as
well as indicating signi cant growth on the PVAA Data
Monitoring/valuation
NWA Assessments, Kestone xams, PVAA Growth cores

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

The percentage of students who meet growth projections on the NWA will increase  3% or more from
eptemer 2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final administration). (LA)
The percentage of students who meet growth projections on the NWA will increase  4% or more from
eptemer 2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final administration). (Math)
Regular Attendance for students with disailities and the economicall disadvantaged will increase  4.5%
 the end of the 2022-23 Y. (Attendance)

Action Plan
Name

Professional
Development tep

Anticipated
Timeline

MT Individual

To provide PD
related to

08/23/2022
-

tudent

MT/Culturall

06/01/2023

Learning
Needs

Responsive
Teaching
Practices - What is
Culturall
Responsive
Teaching?
Continued from of
21-22 school ear

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

The percentage of students who meet growth projections on the NWA will increase  3% or more from
eptemer 2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final administration). (LA)
The percentage of students who meet growth projections on the NWA will increase  4% or more from
eptemer 2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final administration). (Math)
Regular Attendance for students with disailities and the economicall disadvantaged will increase  4.5%
 the end of the 2022-23 Y. (Attendance)

Action Plan
Name

Professional
Development tep

Anticipated
Timeline

MT Individual

Administration
and the

08/23/2022
-

tudent

Leadership Team

06/02/2023

Learning

will remain

Needs

consistent and
committed to
providing
professional
development
around culturall
responsive
teaching and
monitoring it's use
 conducting
weekl walkthroughs that
focus on
maintaining a
positive school
environment that
supports
creativit,
collaoration and
innovation. These
qualities will lead
to students eing

Measurale Goals

Action Plan
Name

Professional
Development tep

positivel
motivated to
attend school,
make good
choices and
engage in
meaningful
classroom
experiences.

Anticipated
Timeline

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

The percentage of students who meet growth projections on the NWA will increase  3% or more from

MT -

To stimulate a

10/23/2022

eptemer 2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final administration). (LA)

Individual

positive mindset

-

The percentage of students who meet growth projections on the NWA will increase  4% or more from

tudent
Learning

among all
stakeholders 

06/02/2023

Needs

providing an

Measurale Goals

eptemer 2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final administration). (Math)
Regular Attendance for students with disailities and the economicall disadvantaged will increase  4.5%
 the end of the 2022-23 Y. (Attendance)

orientation on
Cultural
Responsiveness
with an emphasis
on Personalized
Learning through
the lens of LA
and mathematics The mindset of
"VRYON
CAN!" Continued
from of 21-22
school ear

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

The percentage of students who meet growth projections on the NWA will increase  3% or more from

MT -

Create

11/02/2021 -

eptemer 2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final administration). (LA)

Individual

Teacher/tudent

06/01/2022

tudent

Teams that focus

Learning
Needs

on Culturall
Responsive

Measurale Goals

The percentage of students who meet growth projections on the NWA will increase  4% or more from
eptemer 2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final administration). (Math)
Regular Attendance for students with disailities and the economicall disadvantaged will increase  4.5%
 the end of the 2022-23 Y. (Attendance)

Practices targeting
academic and
ehavioral
improvement
(particularl
attendance to
school) Continued
from of 21-22
school ear

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

The percentage of students who meet growth projections on the NWA will increase  3% or more from
eptemer 2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final administration). (LA)
The percentage of students who meet growth projections on the NWA will increase  4% or more from
eptemer 2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final administration). (Math)
Regular Attendance for students with disailities and the economicall disadvantaged will increase  4.5%
 the end of the 2022-23 Y. (Attendance)

Action Plan
Name

Professional
Development tep

Anticipated
Timeline

MT Individual

To increase
student

08/23/2022
-

tudent

engagement

06/01/2023

Learning

within the

Needs

classroom 
implementing
skills learned
around creating a
culturall
responsive
classroom and
collaorating with
families regarding
the importance of
attending school
on a regular asis .
If implemented
with fidelit there
should e a
decrease in
student
management
issues and
increase
attendance to
school.that will

Measurale Goals

Action Plan
Name

Professional
Development tep

lead to increased
academic
achievement.
Continued from of
21-22 school ear

Anticipated
Timeline

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

The percentage of students who meet growth projections on the NWA will increase  3% or more from

MT -

Provide PD on

08/23/2022

eptemer 2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final administration). (LA)

Individual

ocial motional

-

The percentage of students who meet growth projections on the NWA will increase  4% or more from

tudent
Learning

Learning (L) for
oth students and

06/01/2023

Needs

adults Continued

Measurale Goals

eptemer 2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final administration). (Math)
Regular Attendance for students with disailities and the economicall disadvantaged will increase  4.5%
 the end of the 2022-23 Y. (Attendance)

from of 21-22
school ear

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

Professional

Anticipated

Development tep

Timeline

Preventing Drop out in econdar schools- What works clearinghouse

To provide PD

09/01/2022

https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/Docs/PracticeGuide/wwc_dropout_092617.pdf

session(s) on the

-

Recommendation #1 – Monitor the progress of all students and proactivel

proper use of

01/14/2023

intervene when students show earl signs of attendance, ehavior or
academic prolems. Minimal vidence

PVAA scores What do the tell

Action Plan Name

us? How can
instructional
decisions e
made? Continued
for 2021-2022

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

Professional

Anticipated

Development tep

Timeline

Preventing Drop out in econdar schools- What works clearinghouse

Purchased NWA

08/27/2022

https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/Docs/PracticeGuide/wwc_dropout_092617.pdf
Recommendation #1 – Monitor the progress of all students and proactivel

for grades 6-12 to
assist teachers

06/01/2023

intervene when students show earl signs of attendance, ehavior or

with decision

academic prolems. Minimal vidence

making using
date. Training for

Action Plan Name

NWA will occur
throughout the
school ear.

APPROVAL & IGNATUR
Assurance of Qualit and Accountailit
Assurance of Qualit and Accountailit
The uilding Administrator, uperintendent/Chief xecutive O cer and President of the chool oard will a rm the following statements.
We a rm that our school has developed a chool Improvement Plan ased upon a thorough review of the essential practices to advance educational programs
and processes and improve student achievement.
We a rm that the action plans that we will e implementing address our speci c school needs, include strategies that provide educational opportunities and
instructional strategies for all students and each of the student groups, increases the amount and qualit of learning time, and provides equit in the curriculum
which ma include programs, activities, and courses necessar to provide a well-rounded education. These plans address the needs of all children in the school,
ut particularl the needs of those at risk of not meeting the challenging tate academic standards.
We, the undersigned, here certif that the school level plan has een dul reviewed  the uilding Administrator, uperintendent of chools and formall
approved  the district's oard of ducation, per guidelines required  the Pennslvania Department of ducation.
We here a rm and assure that the school level plan:
Addresses all the required components prescried  the Pennslvania Department of ducation
Meets A requirements
Reflects evidence-ased strategies that meet the three highest levels of evidence outlined in A
Has a high proailit of improving student achievement
Has sufficient LA leadership and support to ensure successful implementation
With this Assurance of Qualit & Accountailit, we, therefore, request the Pennslvania Department of ducation grant formal approval to implement this
school level plan.
chool oard Minutes or Affirmation tatement

ignature (ntered lectronicall and must have access to we application).

Chief chool Administrator

chool Improvement Facilitator ignature

uilding Principal ignature

ADDNDUM A: ACKGROUND INFORMATION TO INFORM PLAN
trengths

Challenges

The College and Career tandard enchmark is at 99.5% and exceeds the

The tatewide Average regarding Rigorous Courses of tud is at 57%.

state-wide performance standard  1.5%. It also indicates an increase of 9%

According to FRPI data, outh Alleghen H is presentl at 46%. Thus eing

from the previous ear. The White, D and tudents with Disailities
sugroups all exceeded the Career tandards enchmark with a 100%

11% elow the tatewide Average.

score.

There is a great need to estalish a positive school environment where

 having the ailit to determine the professional learning needs through

culturall responsive teaching is ke to addressing individual student
learning needs as well as social and emotional needs among the students

teacher surves, analsis of individual teacher oservations and evaluations

with disailities and the economicall disadvantaged groups.

and other formal data sources, it has helped to shape the vision for
continuous improvement of teaching and learning.

According to a comprehensive 2021-2022 CDT Report for LA, 47% of the

According to a comprehensive 2021-2022 CDT report for LA, 53% of the

or asic and elow in Reading/Literature.

students who participated in the assessment scored Proficient or aove .

students who participated in the assessment scored in the Intensive range

According to a comprehensive 2021-2022 Algera CDT Report, 52% of the

48% of the students who participated in the Algera I CDT assessment,

students who participated in the assessment scored in the Intensive range

cored Proficient or aove according to a comprehensive CDT Report.

or asic and elow.

33% of the students who participated in the iolog assessment, cored

Due to students quarantining and attendance issues with COVID not all

Proficient or aove according to a comprehensive CDT Report.

students participated in the CDTs. According to a comprehensive 2021-

tudents in all categories exceeded the Industr ased Learning Targets

2022 iolog CDT Report, 67% of the students who participated in the
assessment scored in the Intensive range or asic and elow.

and far exceeded the tate Average
The All student group scored at 37.1% proficient which is onl .2% elow the
statewide Average of 37.3%. D group for math proficienc was to increase
 3.3% in 20-21 Y and currentl this group is at 25% showing
approximatel a 6% improvement from aseline (17-18 Y).

FRPI 20-21, four- ear cohort graduation rates for these student groups
could e improved: conomicall disadvantaged 78.9; students with
disailities 64.3%.
D Group indicates slight growth of 56% as compared to the All tudent
Group at 50% - The tatewide Growth tandard is 70% thus all groups are

trengths

Challenges

According to FRPI for 20-21, College and Career standard enchmark is met

well elow the statewide growth standard.

for all student groups: All tudent Group 97.5% White 98.1% conomicall
Disadvantaged 95.5% tudent with Disailities 96.6%
While attendance is still elow state average of 85.8%, attendance
increased for tudents with disailities from previous ear. tudents with
Disailities 20 - 21 Y - 66%. (64.7% 19/20)
FRPI 20-21 indicates that 100% of students across all student groups have
completed industr-ased learning

Attendance according to FRPI 20-21 did not meet interim targets: All
tudent Group 69.1%- lack 38.5%- White 71.6% - 2 or More Races 64.1% conomicall Disadvantaged 63.3% - tudent with Disailities 66%.
FRPI 20-21, four- ear cohort graduation rates for these student groups
could e improved: conomicall disadvantaged 78.9; students with
disailities 64.3%.

Most Notale Oservations/Patterns

We continue to uncover needs of our instructional staff regarding est practices that need to e implemented into their dail routines. We see instructional
practices that teach to the "whole" and not to the individual needs of students. Continued focus on personalized learning through the improvement of
instruction, as well as technological tools will e focused on the individual and drive professional development through these transitions in practice.

Challenges

Discussion Point

Attendance according to FRPI 20-21 did not meet interim

Attendance is not monitored and disaggregated  student groups.

targets: All tudent Group 69.1%- lack 38.5%- White 71.6% - 2

Also, the data is not monitored frequentl enough to support students

or More Races 64.1% - conomicall Disadvantaged 63.3% tudent with Disailities 66%.

with attendance deficiencies nor to acknowledge students who
meet/exceed attendance expectations.

According to a comprehensive 2021-2022 Algera CDT
Report, 52% of the students who participated in the

More than 50% of the students are scoring at the intensive range and/or
elow perhaps due to lack of monitoring individual student progress

assessment scored in the Intensive range or asic and elow.

and the implementation of a true MT process. A need to analze
individual student data and plan accordingl. A deeper dive into PVA
and other growth assessments.

There is a great need to estalish a positive school

Teacher Professional Development Technolog tools to support

environment where culturall responsive teaching is ke to
addressing individual student learning needs as well as social

transition. This is also a carr over from 21-22. Understand and develop
cultural needs and emed into instructional practices

and emotional needs among the students with disailities and
the economicall disadvantaged groups.
According to a comprehensive 2021-2022 CDT Report for LA,

47% of the students scored at the intensive range and/or elow on the

47% of the students who participated in the assessment scored

CDTs perhaps due to lack of monitoring individual student progress and

in the Intensive range or asic and elow in
Reading/Literature.

the implementation of a true MT process. A need to analze
individual student data and plan accordingl. A deeper dive into PVA
and other growth assessments

Priorit for Planning

ADDNDUM : ACTION PLAN
Action Plan: MT - Individual tudent Learning Needs
Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

To provide PD related to MT/Culturall Responsive

08/23/2022 - 06/01/2023

Teaching Practices - What is Culturall Responsive
Teaching? Continued from of 21-22 school ear

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Monthl meetings to generate and review

Teachers will ecome more responsive to students individual needs ased on race, culture, ethnicit

implementation plan and discussion.

and economic standing. through participation in data analsis meetings where individual students
needs will e identified in order to develop personalized learning plans that will lead to increased
academic achievement and attendance to school. Continued from of 21-22 school ear due to issues
arising with pandemic.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

AIU upport

es

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Administration and the Leadership Team will remain

08/23/2022 - 06/02/2023

consistent and committed to providing professional
development around culturall responsive teaching
and monitoring it's use  conducting weekl walkthroughs that focus on maintaining a positive school
environment that supports creativit, collaoration
and innovation. These qualities will lead to students
eing positivel motivated to attend school, make
good choices and engage in meaningful classroom
experiences.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Monthl meetings to generate and review

Teachers will ecome more responsive to students individual needs ased on race, culture, ethnicit

implementation plan and discussion.

and economic standing. through participation in data analsis meetings where individual students
needs will e identified in order to develop personalized learning plans that will lead to increased
academic achievement and attendance to school. Continued from of 21-22 school ear due to issues
arising with pandemic.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Human Resources from AIU, materials related to student engagement COT - Need materials (reference and/or teaching materials)

es

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

To stimulate a positive mindset among all

10/23/2022 - 06/02/2023

stakeholders  providing an orientation on Cultural
Responsiveness with an emphasis on Personalized
Learning through the lens of LA and mathematics The mindset of "VRYON CAN!" Continued from of
21-22 school ear

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Monthl meetings to generate and review

Teachers will ecome more responsive to students individual needs ased on race, culture, ethnicit

implementation plan and discussion.

and economic standing. through participation in data analsis meetings where individual students
needs will e identified in order to develop personalized learning plans that will lead to increased
academic achievement and attendance to school. Continued from of 21-22 school ear due to issues
arising with pandemic.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

ook tud on cultural responsiveness “Culturall and Linguisticall Responsive Teaching and Learning” harrok Hollie and/or "CULTURIZ" ver
tudent. ver Da. Whatever It Takes  Jimm Casas to COT - Purchase of OOK (200) e funded through ARP-R funds

PD
tep

es

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Create Teacher/tudent Teams that focus on
Culturall Responsive Practices targeting academic

11/02/2021 - 06/01/2022

and ehavioral improvement (particularl attendance
to school) Continued from of 21-22 school ear

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Monthl meetings to generate and review

Teachers will ecome more responsive to students individual needs ased on race, culture, ethnicit

implementation plan and discussion.

and economic standing. through participation in data analsis meetings where individual students
needs will e identified in order to develop personalized learning plans that will lead to increased
academic achievement and attendance to school. Continued from of 21-22 school ear due to issues
arising with pandemic.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

Culturall and Linguistic Responsive Teaching and Learning. ooks and supports from Guest peakers COT - tipend for Guest peaker(s), ooks
(200) funded through ARP-R III Funds.

PD
tep

es

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

To increase student engagement within the classroom

08/23/2022 - 06/01/2023

 implementing skills learned around creating a
culturall responsive classroom and collaorating with
families regarding the importance of attending school
on a regular asis . If implemented with fidelit there
should e a decrease in student management issues
and increase attendance to school.that will lead to
increased academic achievement. Continued from of
21-22 school ear

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Monthl meetings to generate and review
implementation plan and discussion.

Teachers will ecome more responsive to students individual needs ased on race, culture, ethnicit
and economic standing. through participation in data analsis meetings where individual students
needs will e identified in order to develop personalized learning plans that will lead to increased
academic achievement and attendance to school. Continued from of 21-22 school ear due to issues
arising with pandemic.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Marzano 2010 - CLR - reference source https://achieve.lausd.net/cms/li/CA01000043/Centricit/Domain/217/econdar%20Pacing%20Plan.pdf

es

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Provide PD on ocial motional Learning (L) for

08/23/2022 - 06/01/2023

oth students and adults Continued from of 21-22
school ear

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Monthl meetings to generate and review
implementation plan and discussion.

Teachers will ecome more responsive to students individual needs ased on race, culture, ethnicit
and economic standing. through participation in data analsis meetings where individual students
needs will e identified in order to develop personalized learning plans that will lead to increased
academic achievement and attendance to school. Continued from of 21-22 school ear due to issues
arising with pandemic.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Chestnut Ridge Counseling Team COT - Fee for Counseling Team (multiple sessions) to e funded through ARP-R Funds

es

Action Plan: Preventing Drop out in econdar schools- What works clearinghouse
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/Docs/PracticeGuide/wwc_dropout_092617.pdf Recommendation #1 – Monitor the progress of all students and proactivel
intervene when students show earl signs of attendance, ehavior or academic prolems. Minimal vidence

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Develop an earl warning sstem spreadsheet that
comines academic, ehavior and attendance data at
a glance. Update student data ever two weeks in

09/05/2022 - 05/22/2023

order to continuall monitor individual student needs.
Due to attendance issues with COVID this will again
e a focus for 2022-2023.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

NWA Assessments, Kestone xams, PVAA Growth

All focus standards, anchors and eligile content will e taught with fidelit so as to show an increase

cores

in growth scores on NWA scores, Kestone xams as well as indicating significant growth on the
PVAA Data

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

xcel preadsheet and/or Google Doc, Access to dInsight Time for i-Weekl Department Data Meetings

no

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Organize and Analze DATA to identif individual

09/01/2022 - 05/22/2023

student ehavior, attendance and academic needs.
This will take place in data level meeting, department
level meetings, and department chair meetings in
coordination with Director of tudent ervices who is
in charge of attendance. Due to attendance issues
with COVID this will again e a focus for 2022-2023.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

NWA Assessments, Kestone xams, PVAA Growth

All focus standards, anchors and eligile content will e taught with fidelit so as to show an increase

cores

in growth scores on NWA scores, Kestone xams as well as indicating significant growth on the
PVAA Data

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Data from kward and dInsight – tudent Informational stems

no

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

To provide PD session(s) on the proper use of PVAA

09/01/2022 - 01/14/2023

scores - What do the tell us? How can instructional
decisions e made? Continued for 2021-2022

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

NWA Assessments, Kestone xams, PVAA Growth
cores

All focus standards, anchors and eligile content will e taught with fidelit so as to show an increase
in growth scores on NWA scores, Kestone xams as well as indicating significant growth on the
PVAA Data

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

PVAA Portal, access, Cind Goldsworth - PD PVAA Representative

es

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Purchased NWA for grades 6-12 to assist teachers

08/27/2022 - 06/01/2023

with decision making using date. Training for NWA
will occur throughout the school ear.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

NWA Assessments, Kestone xams, PVAA Growth
cores

All focus standards, anchors and eligile content will e taught with fidelit so as to show an increase
in growth scores on NWA scores, Kestone xams as well as indicating significant growth on the
PVAA Data

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

NWA

es

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

tudents will attend in-school tutoring sessions for
LA and/or mathematics on an as needed asis. MT
strategies will e implemented so as to provide

08/27/2022 - 05/22/2023

instruction on appropriate levels.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

NWA Assessments, Kestone xams, PVAA Growth

All focus standards, anchors and eligile content will e taught with fidelit so as to show an increase

cores

in growth scores on NWA scores, Kestone xams as well as indicating significant growth on the
PVAA Data

Material/Resources/upports Needed

ALK and other we ased tutorial programs LA resources oth virtual and hands-on COT - purchase new virtual tutorial programs to e funded
through ARP-R Funds

PD
tep

no

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Conduct monthl individual student data reviews

11/05/2022 - 06/01/2023

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

NWA Assessments, Kestone xams, PVAA Growth
cores

All focus standards, anchors and eligile content will e taught with fidelit so as to show an increase
in growth scores on NWA scores, Kestone xams as well as indicating significant growth on the
PVAA Data

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Data At a Glance preadsheets, dInsight Portal, uject area in class assessments

no

ADDNDUM C: PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT PLAN
Measurale Goals

Action Plan Name

The percentage of students who meet

MT - Individual tudent Learning Needs

growth projections on the NWA will
increase  3% or more from eptemer

Professional

Anticipated

Development tep

Timeline

To provide PD
related to
MT/Culturall

08/23/2022
06/01/2023

Responsive
Teaching

2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final
administration). (LA)

Practices - What is
Culturall

The percentage of students who meet
growth projections on the NWA will

Responsive
Teaching?

increase  4% or more from eptemer
2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final

Continued from of
21-22 school ear

administration). (Math)
Regular Attendance for students with
disailities and the economicall
disadvantaged will increase  4.5%  the
end of the 2022-23 Y. (Attendance)
The percentage of students who meet
growth projections on the NWA will
increase  3% or more from eptemer
2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final
administration). (LA)
The percentage of students who meet
growth projections on the NWA will
increase  4% or more from eptemer

MT - Individual tudent Learning Needs

Administration
and the
Leadership Team
will remain
consistent and
committed to
providing
professional
development

08/23/2022
06/02/2023

Measurale Goals

Action Plan Name

2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final

Professional

Anticipated

Development tep

Timeline

around culturall
responsive
teaching and

administration). (Math)
Regular Attendance for students with

monitoring it's use
 conducting

disailities and the economicall
disadvantaged will increase  4.5%  the

weekl walkthroughs that

end of the 2022-23 Y. (Attendance)

focus on
maintaining a
positive school
environment that
supports
creativit,
collaoration and
innovation. These
qualities will lead
to students eing
positivel
motivated to
attend school,
make good
choices and
engage in
meaningful
classroom
experiences.
The percentage of students who meet
growth projections on the NWA will

MT - Individual tudent Learning Needs

To stimulate a
positive mindset

10/23/2022
-

Professional

Anticipated

Development tep

Timeline

increase  3% or more from eptemer

among all

06/02/2023

2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final

stakeholders 
providing an

Measurale Goals

Action Plan Name

administration). (LA)

orientation on
Cultural

The percentage of students who meet
growth projections on the NWA will
increase  4% or more from eptemer

Responsiveness
with an emphasis

2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final

on Personalized

administration). (Math)

Learning through
the lens of LA

Regular Attendance for students with

and mathematics -

disailities and the economicall

The mindset of

disadvantaged will increase  4.5%  the

"VRYON

end of the 2022-23 Y. (Attendance)

CAN!" Continued
from of 21-22
school ear
Create

11/02/2021 -

growth projections on the NWA will

Teacher/tudent

06/01/2022

increase  3% or more from eptemer

Teams that focus

2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final

on Culturall

administration). (LA)

Responsive
Practices targeting

The percentage of students who meet

The percentage of students who meet
growth projections on the NWA will

MT - Individual tudent Learning Needs

academic and
ehavioral

increase  4% or more from eptemer

improvement

2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final

(particularl

administration). (Math)

attendance to

Measurale Goals

Action Plan Name

Professional

Anticipated

Development tep

Timeline

school) Continued

Regular Attendance for students with

from of 21-22

disailities and the economicall

school ear

disadvantaged will increase  4.5%  the
end of the 2022-23 Y. (Attendance)

To increase

08/23/2022

growth projections on the NWA will

student

-

increase  3% or more from eptemer

engagement

06/01/2023

2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final
administration). (LA)

within the
classroom 

The percentage of students who meet

skills learned

The percentage of students who meet

growth projections on the NWA will

MT - Individual tudent Learning Needs

implementing
around creating a

increase  4% or more from eptemer

culturall

2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final

responsive

administration). (Math)

classroom and

Regular Attendance for students with
disailities and the economicall
disadvantaged will increase  4.5%  the
end of the 2022-23 Y. (Attendance)

collaorating with
families regarding
the importance of
attending school
on a regular asis .
If implemented
with fidelit there
should e a
decrease in
student
management
issues and
increase

Measurale Goals

Action Plan Name

Professional

Anticipated

Development tep

Timeline

attendance to
school.that will
lead to increased
academic
achievement.
Continued from of
21-22 school ear
Provide PD on

08/23/2022

growth projections on the NWA will

ocial motional

-

increase  3% or more from eptemer

Learning (L) for

06/01/2023

2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final

oth students and

administration). (LA)

adults Continued

The percentage of students who meet

school ear

The percentage of students who meet

MT - Individual tudent Learning Needs

from of 21-22

growth projections on the NWA will
increase  4% or more from eptemer
2022 (aseline) to Ma 2023 (final
administration). (Math)
Regular Attendance for students with
disailities and the economicall
disadvantaged will increase  4.5%  the
end of the 2022-23 Y. (Attendance)
Preventing Drop out in econdar schools- What works clearinghouse

To provide PD

09/01/2022

https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/Docs/PracticeGuide/wwc_dropout_092617.pdf

session(s) on the

- 01/14/2023

Recommendation #1 – Monitor the progress of all students and proactivel
intervene when students show earl signs of attendance, ehavior or
academic prolems. Minimal vidence

proper use of
PVAA scores What do the tell

Measurale Goals

Action Plan Name

Professional

Anticipated

Development tep

Timeline

us? How can
instructional
decisions e
made? Continued
for 2021-2022
Preventing Drop out in econdar schools- What works clearinghouse

Purchased NWA

08/27/2022

https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/Docs/PracticeGuide/wwc_dropout_092617.pdf

for grades 6-12 to

-

Recommendation #1 – Monitor the progress of all students and proactivel

assist teachers

06/01/2023

intervene when students show earl signs of attendance, ehavior or
academic prolems. Minimal vidence

with decision
making using
date. Training for
NWA will occur
throughout the
school ear.

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT PLAN
Professional Development tep

Audience

Topics of Prof. Dev

MT

H Teaching taff

Cultural Connections, Academic Development, Accommodations for
Differentiation, Cross Circular Practices, Collective as well as Individual Interactions
and Instructional Practices, Instructional Practices focused on Personalized
Learning and Individual Growth while emedding technolog and differentiated
est practices.

vidence of Learning

Anticipated Timeframe

Lead Person/Position

trategic Partnerships are formed across instructional departments that drive

08/23/2022 - 06/01/2023

AIU upport

student achievement and learning, enhanced instructional practices are

Personnel/Principals/Consultant(s)

emedded with cultural diversit immersed in dail instruction, enhanced
instructional practices will e monitored through walkthroughs, oservations and
evaluations

Danielson Framework Component Met in this Plan:

This tep meets the Requirements of tate Required Trainings:

Language and Literac Acquisition for All tudents

Professional Development tep

Audience

Topics of Prof. Dev

ook tud

econdar Facult and taff

ook tud on cultural responsiveness “Culturall and Linguisticall Responsive
Teaching and Learning” harrok Hollie Provide teachers with strategies to support
their culturall and linguisticall diverse students. xplore the pedagog of culturall
responsive teaching. To provide the life essential skills of discourse, prolem solving,
and adaptailit. How to create an equitale classroom? To lend the skill set and
mindset to validate and affirm a student’s home culture and language while ridging
and uilding him/her to academic setting.

vidence of Learning

Anticipated Timeframe

Lead Person/Position

During walkthroughs, oservations and evaluations the topics included in the

08/23/2022 - 06/01/2023

Principals

ook stud will e evident in the class

Danielson Framework Component Met in this Plan:

This tep meets the Requirements of tate Required Trainings:

Language and Literac Acquisition for All tudents

Professional Development tep

Audience

Topics of Prof. Dev

Teacher/tudent Teams

taff and tudents

Identif strengths and weaknesses that currentl exist with cultural practices in the
classroom Prioritize weaknesses to estalish clear enhancements that will enefit
student achievement and proficienc. nhance staff and student relationships that
promote academic and social awareness to existing uilding cultures. Provide an
academic setting where all students have the capacit for college or career pathwas.

vidence of Learning

Anticipated Timeframe

Lead Person/Position

Increased student engagement in the classroom as oserved via

08/27/2022 - 06/01/2023

Principals

walkthroughs and oservations.

Danielson Framework Component Met in this Plan:

This tep meets the Requirements of tate Required Trainings:

Language and Literac Acquisition for All tudents

ADDNDUM : COMPRHNIV PLAN COMMUNICATION
Communication
tep

Topics of Message

Mode

Audience

Anticipated
Timeline

Detailed

To completel review the chool Improvement Plan priorities and goals and to explain the

Face to

outh

Initial

Presentation to

process to e implemented in order to achieve the estalished outputs. To provide quarterl

Face

Alleghen

Presentation

the oard of
Directors

updates as to the progress of the Action Plan(s)

oard of
Directors

- Ma 2022

to post to the

Initial Posting with notes and an opportunit to comment and/or pose questions. To provide

All

June of

District Wesite

quarterl updates as to the progress of the Action Plan(s)

takeholders

2022

Meeting with

To completel review the chool Improvement Plan priorities and goals and to explain the

Face to

chool

eginning

parent Advisor

process to e implemented in order to achieve the estalished outputs. To provide quarterl

Face

Communit

of the

Counsel

updates as to the progress of the Action Plan(s)

teering

school ear

Wesite

Committee

